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Abstract
We consider the cross section for one-particle inclusive production at high transverse momentum
in hadronic collisions. We present the all-order resummation formula that controls the logarithmically-
enhanced perturbative QCD contributions to the partonic cross section in the threshold region, at fixed
rapidity of the observed parton (hadron). The explicit resummation up to next-to-leading logarithmic ac-
curacy is supplemented with the computation of the general structure of the near-threshold contributions
to the next-to-leading order cross section. This next-to-leading order computation allows us to extract the
one-loop hard-virtual amplitude that enters into the resummation formula. This is a necessary ingredient
to explicitly extend the soft-gluon resummation beyond the next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy. These
results equally apply to both spin-unpolarized and spin-polarized scattering processes.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A well-known feature of QCD is that perturbative computations for hard-scattering processes
are sensitive to soft-gluon effects. These effects manifest themselves when the considered observ-
able is computed close to its corresponding boundary of the phase-space. In these kinematical
regions, real radiation is strongly inhibited and the cancellation of infrared singular terms be-
tween virtual and real emission contributions is unbalanced. This leads to large logarithmic
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terms that can invalidate the (quantitative) reliability of the order-by-order perturbative expan-
sion in powers of the QCD coupling αS. These large logarithmic terms have to be evaluated at
sufficiently-high perturbative orders and, whenever it is possible, they should be resummed to all
orders in QCD perturbation theory.
In the context of hadron–hadron collisions, a class of soft-gluon sensitive observables is rep-
resented by inclusive hard-scattering cross sections in kinematical configurations that are close
to (partonic) threshold. Typical examples are the cross sections for the production of Drell–Yan
lepton pairs and Higgs bosons. In these cases, where only two QCD partons enter the hard-
scattering subprocess at the Born-level, the soft-gluon resummation formalism was established
long ago [1–3], and explicit resummed results have been obtained up to next-to-next-to-leading
logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy [4–6], and including still higher-order logarithmic terms that have
been explicitly computed [7,8]. The case of cross sections that are produced by Born-level hard-
scattering of three and four (or more) coloured partons is very important from the phenomeno-
logical viewpoint, and it is much more complex on the theoretical side. Soft-gluon dynamics
leads to non-trivial colour correlations and colour coherence effects that depend on the colour
flow of the underlying partonic subprocess. The general soft-gluon resummation formalism for
inclusive cross sections in these complex multiparton processes was developed in a series of pa-
pers [9–14]. In recent years, techniques and methods of Soft Collinear Effective Theory (SCET)
have also been developed and applied to resummation for inclusive cross sections near (partonic)
threshold [15–21].
Some examples of relevant processes with three or four partons at the Born-level are the di-
rect production of prompt photons [12,13,22,23,21], vector boson [24,25] and Higgs boson [26]
production at high transverse momentum, production of heavy quarks [9,10,12,27,20,28–30] and
coloured supersymmetric particles (Ref. [31] and references therein) at hadron colliders, single
top-quark production [32,33], jet [34–36] and dihadron [37,38] production, and single-hadron
inclusive production in hadronic collisions [39]. Soft-gluon resummation for single-hadron in-
clusive production in collisions of spin-polarized hadrons has been considered in Ref. [40].
In this paper we consider the single-hadron inclusive cross section. At sufficiently-large val-
ues of the hadron transverse momentum, the cross section for this process factorizes into the
convolution of the parton distribution functions of the colliding hadrons with the (short-distance)
partonic cross section and with the fragmentation function of the triggered parton into the ob-
served hadron. Since the single-inclusive cross section can be easily measured by experiments in
hadron collisions, the process offers a relevant test of the QCD factorization picture. Conversely,
measurements of the corresponding cross section as function of the transverse momentum and at
different collision energies permit to extract quantitative information about the parton fragmenta-
tion (especially, the gluon fragmentation) function into the observed hadron, thus complementing
the information obtained from hadron production in e+e− and lepton–hadron collisions.
The next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculation of the cross section for single-hadron in-
clusive production was completed long ago [41–43]. Soft-gluon resummation of the logarithmic-
ally-enhanced contributions to the partonic cross section was performed in Ref. [39]. The study
of Ref. [39] considers resummation for the transverse-momentum dependence of the cross sec-
tion integrated over the rapidity of the observed final-state hadron, and it explicitly resums the
leading logarithmic (LL) and next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) terms. The results of the phe-
nomenological studies (which combine NLL resummation with the complete NLO calculation)
in Ref. [39] indicate that the quantitative effect of resummation is rather large, especially in the
kinematical configurations that are encountered in experiments at the typical energies of fixed-
target collisions.
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The content of the present paper aims at a twofold theoretical improvement on resumma-
tion for single-hadron inclusive production: we study soft-gluon resummation for the transverse
momentum cross section at fixed rapidity of the observed hadron (parton), and we extend the
logarithmic accuracy of resummation by explicitly computing a class of logarithmic terms be-
yond the NLL accuracy. We first consider the structure of the NLO QCD corrections close to the
partonic threshold. In this kinematical region, the initial-state partons have just enough energy to
produce the triggered final-state parton (that eventually fragments into the observed hadron) and
a small-mass recoiling jet, which is formed by soft and collinear partons. We perform the NLO
calculation by using soft and collinear approximations, and we present a general expression for
the logarithmically-enhanced terms (including the constant term) that correctly reproduces the
known NLO result. Our NLO expression is directly factorized in colour space, and it allows us
to explicitly disentangle colour correlation and colour interference effects that contribute to soft-
gluon resummation at NLL and NNLL accuracy. We then consider the logarithmically-enhanced
terms beyond the NLO. We use the formalism of Ref. [14], and we present the soft-gluon re-
summation formula that controls the logarithmic contributions to the rapidity distribution of the
transverse-momentum cross section. The resummation formula is valid to arbitrary logarithmic
accuracy, and it is explicitly worked out up to the NLL level. Finally, using our general expres-
sion of the NLO cross section, we determine the one-loop hard-virtual amplitude that enters
into the colour space factorization structure of the resummation formula. The colour interfer-
ence between this one-loop amplitude and the NLL terms explicitly determines an entire class of
resummed contributions at NNLL accuracy. Our study equally applies to both unpolarized and
polarized scattering processes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our notation. In Section 3 we
present the result of our general NLO calculation of the partonic cross section. The resummation
of the logarithmically-enhanced terms and the all-order resummation formula are presented and
discussed in Section 4. Our results are briefly summarized in Section 5.
2. Single-particle cross section and notation
We consider the inclusive hard-scattering reaction
h1(P1)+ h2(P2) → h3(P3)+ X, (1)
where the collision of the two hadrons h1 and h2 with momenta P1 and P2, respectively, produces
the hadron h3 with momentum P3 accompanied by an arbitrary and undetected final-state X.
According to the QCD factorization theorem the corresponding cross section is given by
E3
dσh3
d3P3
(P1,P2,P3) =
∑
a1,a2,a3
1∫
0
dx1
1∫
0
dx2
1∫
0
dx3
x23
× fa1/h1(x1,μF )fa2/h2(x2,μF )da3/h3(x3,μf )
× p03
dσˆa1a2→a3
d3p3
(x1P1, x2P2,P3/x3;μF ,μf ), (2)
where the index ai (i = 1,2,3) denotes the parton species (a = q, q¯, g), fa/h(x,μF ) is the
parton density of the colliding hadron evaluated at the factorization scale μF , and da/H3(x,μf )
is the fragmentation function of the parton a into the hadron H3 at the factorization scale μf (in
general, the fragmentation scale μf can be different from the scale μF of the parton densities).
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We use parton densities and fragmentation functions as defined in the MS factorization scheme.
The last factor, dσˆa1a2→a3(p1,p2,p3), on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is the inclusive cross
section for the partonic subprocess
a1(p1)+ a2(p2) → a3(p3)+X, (3)
which, throughout the paper, is always treated with massless partons (kinematics).
In Eq. (2), the partonic (hadronic) Lorentz-invariant phase-space d3p3/p03 (d3P3/E3) is ex-
plicitly denoted in terms of the energy p03 (E3) and the three-momentum p3 (P3) of the ‘detected’
final-state parton a3 (hadron h3). Other kinematical variables can equivalently be used. For
instance, considering the centre-of-mass frame of the two colliding partons in the partonic sub-
process of Eq. (3), we have
d3p3/p03 = dη d2pT , η =
1
2
ln
p3 · p2
p3 · p1 , (4)
where pT is the transverse momentum of the parton a3 and η is its rapidity (the forward region
η > 0 corresponds to the direction of the parton a1). The kinematics of the partonic subprocess
can also be described by using the customary Mandelstam variables s, t, u:
s = (p1 + p2)2, t = (p1 − p3)2, u = (p2 − p3)2, (5)
with the phase-space boundaries
s  0, t  0, u 0, s + t + u 0. (6)
Analogous kinematical variables can be introduced for the corresponding hadronic process in
Eq. (1). Throughout the paper, hadronic and partonic kinematical variables are typically denoted
by the same symbol, although we use capital letters for hadronic variables. For instance, S =
(P1 + P2)2 is the square of the centre-of-mass energy of the hadronic collision and P3T = PT is
the transverse momentum of the observed hadron h3.
The partonic cross section dσˆa1a2→a3 depends on the factorization scales, and it is computable
in QCD perturbation theory as power series expansion in the QCD coupling αS(μ2R) (μR denotes
the renormalization scale, and we use the MS renormalization scheme). The perturbative expan-
sion starts at O(α2S) since the leading order (LO) partonic process corresponds to the 2 → 2
reaction a1a2 → a3a4. Considering the expansion up to the next-to-leading order (NLO), we
write
dσˆa1a2→a3(p1,p2,p3;μF ,μf ) = α2S
(
μ2R
)(
dσˆ (0)a1a2→a3a4(p1,p2,p3)
+ αS(μ
2
R)
2π
dσˆ (1)a1a2→a3(p1,p2,p3;μR,μF ,μf )
+O(α2S)). (7)
The LO term dσˆ (0)a1a2→a3a4 is directly related (see Eq. (19)) to the Born-level scattering amplitude
of the partonic reaction a1a2 → a3a4. The NLO term dσˆ (1)a1a2→a3 is known: the contribution of the
partonic subprocess with non-identical quarks was computed in Refs. [41,42], and the complete
NLO calculation for all partonic subprocesses was presented in Ref. [43].
The NLO calculation was carried out in analytical form, and it is presented [41–43] in terms of
the independent kinematical variables s, v and w, which are related to the Mandelstam variables
of Eq. (5) through the definition
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v ≡ 1 + t/s, w ≡ −u/(s + t), (8)
with the corresponding phase-space boundaries
s  0, 1 v  0, 1w  0. (9)
Using these variables, the partonic cross section in Eqs. (2) and (7) can be written as
p03
dσˆ
d3p3
(p1,p2,p3;μF ,μf ) = α
2
S(μ
2
R)
π s
[
1
v
dσˆ (0)(s, v)
dv
δ(1 −w)
+ αS(μ
2
R)
2π
1
vs
C(1)(s, v,w;μR,μF ,μf )+O
(
α2S
)]
, (10)
where the flavour indices are left understood (the term in the square bracket exactly corresponds
to the square bracket term in Eq. (10) of Ref. [43], modulo the overall factor α2S(μ2R)). The
first term in the square bracket of Eq. (10) is the Born-level contribution, and the function C(1)
encodes the NLO corrections.
The Born-level term in Eq. (10) has a sharp integrable singularity at w = 1. This singularity
has a kinematical origin. Indeed (1 − w) is proportional (see Eq. (8)) to sX = s + t + u, which
is the invariant mass squared of the QCD radiation (i.e. the unobserved final-state system X in
Eq. (3)) recoiling against the ‘observed’ final-state parton a3. At the LO, the system X is formed
by a single massless parton a4(p4) and, therefore, sX = p24 exactly vanishes thus leading to the
factor δ(1 − w) in Eq. (10). At higher perturbative orders, the LO singularity at w → 1 is en-
hanced by logarithmic terms of the type ln(1 − w). The enhancement has a dynamical origin,
and it is produced by soft-gluon radiation. Indeed, in the kinematical region where w → 1, the
system X is forced to carry a very small invariant mass, and the associated production of hard
QCD radiation is strongly suppressed. The associated production of soft QCD radiation is in-
stead allowed and, due to the soft-gluon bremsstrahlung spectrum, it generates large logarithmic
corrections.
The presence of logarithmically-enhanced terms is evident from the known NLO result. The
structure of the NLO term C(1) in Eq. (10) is customarily written (see, e.g., Eqs. (10) and (22) in
Ref. [43]) in the following form:
C(1)(s, v,w;μR,μF ,μf ) = C3(v)
(
ln(1 −w)
1 − w
)
+
+ C2(v; s,μF ,μf )
(
1
1 − w
)
+
+ C1(v; s,μR,μF ,μf )δ(1 − w)
+ C0(1 − w,v; s,μR,μF ,μf ). (11)
The last term on the right-hand side is a non-singular function of w in the limit w → 1, namely,
C0(1 − w,v) = O((1 − w)0) (see Refs. [41,42] for explicit expressions in analytic form). The
functions C3, C2 and C1 do not depend on w, and they multiply functions of w that are singular
(and logarithmically-enhanced) at w → 1. These singular functions are expressed by δ(1 − w)
and customary ‘plus-distributions’, [(lnk(1 −w))/(1 −w)]+, defined over the range 1w  0.
In this paper we deal with the perturbative QCD contributions beyond the NLO, in the kine-
matical region where w → 1 or, more generally, sX → 0. This region is usually referred to as
the region of partonic threshold, since the partonic process in Eq. (3) approaches the near-elastic
limit. The observed parton a3 is produced with the maximal energy that is kinematically allowed
by momentum conservation, and the recoiling partonic system X has the minimal invariant mass.
We are interested in the near-threshold behaviour of the partonic cross section, and we compute
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the higher-order contributions that dominate near the partonic threshold. Before considering the
higher-order terms, in Section 3 we focus on the behaviour of the NLO cross section, and we
present the results of our independent NLO calculation in the kinematical region close to the
partonic threshold. Our NLO results are obtained and expressed in a form that is suitable (and
necessary) for the all-order treatment and resummation of the logarithmically-enhanced QCD
corrections.
The discussion in this section has been limited to the case in which the inclusive hard-
scattering reaction in Eq. (1) is unpolarized. The same discussion applies to polarized process in
which one or more of the three hadrons h1, h2 and h3 have definite states of spin polarizations.
The only difference between the unpolarized and polarized cases is that the parton densities, the
fragmentation function and the partonic cross section in the factorization formula (2) have to be
replaced by the corresponding spin-polarized quantities. The structure of the threshold behaviour
of the polarized partonic cross section is completely analogous to that of Eqs. (10) and (11) (see,
e.g., Ref. [40] and references therein). In the following sections, we continue our discussion by
explicitly considering the unpolarized case. Our results equally apply to both unpolarized and
polarized cross sections. At the end of Section 4 (just before Section 4.1), we briefly comment
on soft-gluon resummation for the polarized case, and we summarize the technical differences
between unpolarized and polarized scattering processes.
3. NLO results near partonic threshold
In the near-threshold region, the NLO partonic cross section of Eq. (10) is controlled by the
functions C3,C2 and C1 in Eq. (11) and, more precisely, each of these functions depends on the
various flavour channels that contribute to the partonic reaction a1a2 → a3a4. The functions
Ci,a1a2→a3a4(v) with i = 1,2,3 are all reported in Section 3 of Ref. [43]. The corresponding
analytic expressions have a rather involved dependence (especially for C1) on v, colour factors
and the flavour channel.
We have performed an independent calculation of the NLO cross section near-threshold. We
have computed the three coefficients of the logarithmic expansion in Eq. (11), including the co-
efficient C1 that controls the term proportional to δ(1 − w). The final result is presented in this
section, and it has a rather compact form. More importantly, it embodies an amount of process-
independent information that cannot be extracted (or, say, it is difficult to be extracted) from the
results of Ref. [43]. In particular, our calculation and the ensuing result keep explicitly under con-
trol colour correlation effects that are a typical and general feature of soft-gluon radiation from
2 → 2 parton scattering processes. The knowledge of these colour correlation terms is essential
(see Section 4) to compute logarithmically-enhanced contributions beyond the NLO.
At the NLO, the parton cross section receives contributions from two types of partonic pro-
cesses. The elastic process
a1(p1)+ a2(p2) → a3(p3)+ a4(p4), (12)
which has to be evaluated with one-loop virtual corrections, and the inelastic process in Eq. (3)
with real emission of X = {2 partons}, which is evaluated at the tree-level. Virtual and real
contributions are separately divergent, and we use dimensional regularization with d = 4 − 2
space–time dimensions to deal with both ultraviolet and infrared (IR) divergences. The elastic
process contributes only to the term proportional to δ(1 − w) in Eq. (11), and its contribution is
directly proportional to the (ultraviolet) renormalized one-loop scattering amplitude of the four-
parton process. In the threshold region w → 1, the five-parton inelastic process gives dominant
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contributions only from two kinematical configurations of the system X = {2 partons}: either
one of the two partons is soft or both partons are collinear. We treat these two configurations
by using soft and collinear factorization formulae (in colour space) [44] of the scattering ampli-
tudes, and we perform the phase-space integration. This real emission term is finally combined
with the collinear-divergent counterterms necessary to define the NLO parton densities and frag-
mentation function and with the virtual correction from the four-parton elastic process. The final
result, which is IR finite, has a factorized structure: it is given in terms of flavour and colour
space factors that acts on the scattering amplitude of the four-parton elastic process.
To present the result of our NLO calculation in its factorized form, we need to briefly recall
the representation of the four-parton scattering amplitude in the colour space notation [44,45].
The all-loop QCD amplitude M of the scattering process in Eq. (12) is written as
|Ma1a2a3a4〉 = αS
(
μ2R
)[∣∣M(0)a1a2a3a4 〉+ ∞∑
n=1
(
αS(μ2R)
2π
)n∣∣M(n)a1a2a3a4(μR)〉
]
, (13)
where M(0) is the Born-level contribution, M(n) is the contribution at the n-loop level, and we
always consider the renormalized (in the MS scheme) amplitude. The remaining IR divergences
are regularized in d = 4 − 2 space–time dimensions by using the customary scheme of conven-
tional dimensional regularization (CDR) [46]. The subscript ‘a1a2a3a4’ refers to the flavour of
the four partons, while the dependence on the parton momenta pi (i = 1, . . . ,4) is not explicitly
denoted. Note, however, that the elastic 2 → 2 process is evaluated exactly at the partonic thresh-
old (i.e. with s + t + u = 0), and momentum conservation (p1 + p2 = p3 + p4) implies that M
only depends on two kinematical variables (e.g., it depends on s and v).
The colour indices ci of the partons are embodied [44,45] in the ‘ket’ notation, through the
definition
Mc1c2c3c4a1a2a3a4 ≡ 〈c1c2c3c4|Ma1a2a3a4〉, (14)
so that | · · ·〉 is an abstract vector in colour space, and 〈· · · | is its complex-conjugate vector. Gluon
radiation from the parton with momentum pi is described by the colour charge matrix (T i )c (c is
the colour index of the radiated gluon) and colour conservation implies
4∑
i=1
T i |Ma1a2a3a4〉 = 0. (15)
Note that according to this notation the colour flow is treated as ‘outgoing’, so that T 3 and T 4
are the colour charges of the partons a3 and a4, while T 1 and T 2 are the colour charges of the
anti-partons a1 and a2. The colour charge algebra for the product (T i )c(T j )c ≡ T i · T j gives
T 2i = Cai , Cg = CA, Cq = Cq¯ = CF , (16)
where Ca is the Casimir factor and, in SU(Nc) QCD, we have Ca = Nc if a is a gluon and
Ca = CF = (N2c − 1)/(2Nc) if a is a quark or an antiquark. Thus, T 2i is a c-number term or,
more precisely, a multiple of the unit matrix in colour space. Non-trivial colour correlations are
produced by the quadratic operators T i · T j = T j · T i with i = j . These are six different opera-
tors, but, due to colour conservation (i.e. Eq. (15)), only two of them lead to colour correlations
that are linearly independent (see Appendix A of Ref. [44]). Two linearly independent opera-
tors are T 1 · T 3 and T 2 · T 3. Different choices of pairs (e.g., the pair T 1 · T 2 and T 1 · T 3) of
independent operators are feasible and physically equivalent. For instance, by analogy with the
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Mandelstam kinematical variables of the 2 → 2 parton scattering, we can use [47] the s-, t - and
u-channel colour correlation operators T2s , T2t and T2u,
T2s = (T1 + T2)2 = (T3 + T4)2,
T2t = (T1 + T3)2 = (T2 + T4)2,
T2u = (T2 + T3)2 = (T1 + T4)2, (17)
which are linearly related by colour conservation:
T2s + T2t + T2u =
4∑
i=4
T2i =
4∑
i=4
Cai . (18)
The LO cross section in Eq. (10) depends on the square of the Born-level scattering amplitude
|M(0)〉:
dσˆ
(0)
a1a2→a3a4(s, v)
dv
= 1
N
(in)
a1a2
1
16πs
∣∣M(0)a1a2a3a4 ∣∣2, (19)
where |M(0)|2 = 〈M(0) |M(0)〉 and the factor N(in)a1a2 = 4nc(a1)nc(a2) comes from the average
over the spins and colours (nc(q) = nc(q¯) = Nc,nc(g) = N2c − 1) of the initial-state partons a1
and a2.
The Born-level and one-loop (|M(1)〉) scattering amplitudes of the partonic reaction a1a2 →
a3a4 are known [48,49]. The one-loop scattering amplitude includes IR divergent terms that
have a process-independent (universal) structure [50,45]. The NLO contribution C(1) in Eq. (10)
depends on the IR finite part M(1) fin of the one-loop scattering amplitude. The IR finite part is
obtained through the factorization formula [45]∣∣M(1)〉= I (1)sing∣∣M(0)〉+ ∣∣M(1) fin〉, (20)
where the colour operator I (1)sing embodies the one-loop IR divergence in the form of double
and single poles (1/2 and 1/), while M(1) fin is finite as  → 0. To specify the expression of
M(1) fin in an unambiguous way, the contributions of O(0) that are included in I (1)sing must be
explicitly defined. We use the expression
I
(1)
sing =
1
2
1
Γ (1 − )
[
1
2
4∑
i,j=1
i =j
T i · T j
(4πμ2Re−iλij π
2pi · pj
)
− 1

4∑
i=1
γai
(4πμ2Rs
ut
)]
, (21)
where e−iλij π is the unitarity phase factor (λij = −1 if i and j are both incoming or outgoing
partons and λij = 0 otherwise), and the flavour dependent coefficients γa are (nF is the number
of flavours of massless quarks)
γq = γq¯ = 32CF , γg =
11
6
CA − 13nF . (22)
Note that the operator I (1)sing in Eq. (21) differs from the operator I (1) used in Ref. [45]: the
difference is IR finite, and it is due to terms of O(0) that are proportional to the coefficients γai .
The effect of this difference is absorbed in |M(1) fin〉.
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The term C(1) in Eq. (10) is IR finite, and the final result of our NLO calculation is expressed
by the following colour space factorization formula:
16πN(in)C(1) = 〈M(0)∣∣C(1)∣∣M(0)〉
+ (〈M(0)∣∣M(1) fin〉+ c.c.)δ(1 −w)+O((1 −w)0), (23)
where c.c. stands for complex-conjugate, and the flavour indices are left understood. The function
C(1) (reinserting the dependence on flavour indices and kinematical variables, we actually have
C(1) → C(1)a1a2a3a4(s, v,w;μR,μF ,μf )) has the form of a colour space operator. We find the
result:
C(1)a1a2a3a4(s, v,w;μR,μF ,μf )
= 2
(
ln(1 − w)
1 −w
)
+
[
2
3∑
i=1
T 2i − T 24
]
−
(
1
1 −w
)
+
[
2
3∑
i=1
T 2i
(
ln
1 − v
v
+ ln μ
2
Fi
s
)
− 2T 24 ln(1 − v)+ γa4 + 8
(
T 1 · T 3 ln(1 − v)+ T 2 · T 3 lnv
)]
+ δ(1 − w)
{
π2
2
(
T 21 + T 22 + 3T 23 −
4
3
T 24
)
− 2T 23 lnv ln
μ2f
s
+ 2T 22 ln
1 − v
v
ln
μ2F
s
−
3∑
i=1
γai ln
μ2Fi
sv(1 − v) + lnv ln(1 − v)
(
T 24 − T 21 − T 22 − T 23
)
+ ln2(1 − v)(T 21 + T 23 − T 24)+ ln2 v(T 22 + T 23)+ γa4 ln(1 − v)
+ T 1 · T 3
(
2π2 + 2 ln(1 − v)(ln(1 − v)− 2 lnv))
+ T 2 · T 3
(
2π2 + 2 lnv(2 ln(1 − v)− 3 lnv))+Ka4
}
, (24)
where we have defined
μF1 = μF2 = μF , μF3 = μf , (25)
and the flavour dependent coefficients Ka are given by
Kq = Kq¯ =
(
7
2
− π
2
6
)
CF , Kg =
(
67
18
− π
2
6
)
CA − 59nF . (26)
The result in Eq. (24) contains terms that are proportional to plus-distributions of w (the
action of these terms onto the Born-level scattering amplitude as in Eq. (23) directly gives the
coefficients C3 and C2 in Eq. (11)) and a term that is proportional to δ(1 − w). The sum of the
latter term and the analogous term (which is proportional to M(1) fin) on the right-hand side of
Eq. (23) gives the function C1 in Eq. (11) (note that a change in the definition of M(1) fin would
be compensated by a corresponding change in C(1), so that the total NLO result in Eqs. (11) and
(23) is unchanged).
All the contributions to the NLO colour space function C(1) in Eq. (24) have a definite phys-
ical origin. The terms that are proportional to the colour charges T i are due to radiation (either
collinear or at wide angles) of soft gluons. In particular, the coefficients of (1/(1 − w))+ and
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δ(1−w) depend on colour correlation operators. In Eq. (24), we have used the two linearly inde-
pendent operators T 1 · T 3 and T 2 · T 3 to explicitly present the colour correlation contributions.
The terms that are proportional to the flavour dependent coefficients γa and Ka have a collinear
(and non-soft) origin. In particular, we recall (see Eq. (C.13) in Appendix C of Ref. [44]) that
Ka is related to the (d − 4)-dimensional part (i.e. the terms of O()) of the LO collinear splitting
functions. We also remark and recall (see Eq. (7.28) and related comments in Ref. [44]) that the
gluonic coefficient Kg in Eq. (26) is exactly equal to the coefficient K (see Eqs. (40) and (63))
that controls the intensity of soft-gluon radiation at O(α2S).
In the case of the four-parton scattering a1a2 → a3a4, our process-independent NLO results
can be checked by comparison with the NLO results of Ref. [43]. Using Eqs. (20), (23) and
(24) and the one-loop virtual contributions from Ref. [46], we have verified that we correctly
reproduce the results of Ref. [43] for the NLO coefficient C(1) of the various partonic channels
(note that the expressions of Ref. [43] have to be converted to the MS factorization scheme, since
they explicitly refer to a different factorization scheme).
An additional check can be carried out by considering the case in which the parton a3 is
replaced by a photon. In this case T 3 = 0, and the colour algebra becomes trivial (the colour
correlation terms T 1 · T 3 and T 2 · T 3 vanish). Using the one-loop virtual contribution for the
process gq → γ q [51] and its crossing-related channels, we have explicitly verified that the
results in Eqs. (20), (23) and (24) correctly reproduce the NLO coefficient of the cross section
for prompt-photon production [52,53].
4. All-order soft-gluon resummation
In the near-threshold region w → 1, the singular behaviour of the NLO partonic cross section
is further enhanced at higher perturbative orders. Radiation of soft and collinear partons can
produce (at most) two additional powers of ln(1 −w) for each additional power of αS. A reliable
evaluation of the partonic cross section in the near-threshold region requires the computation
and, possibly, the all-order resummation of these large logarithmic contributions.
Note that we are considering the partonic (and not the hadronic) cross section in its near-
threshold region. The available partonic phase-space is smaller than the hadronic phase-space.
Therefore, if the hadronic process in Eq. (1) is studied in kinematical configurations close to
its threshold (roughly speaking, the region where P3T 	
√
S/2), the partonic process in Eq. (3)
is also kinematically forced toward its threshold. In these kinematical configurations, the be-
haviour of the hadronic cross section is certainly dominated by the large logarithmic contribu-
tions. Nonetheless, as is well known, these partonic logarithmic contributions typically (see, e.g.,
Ref. [39]) give the bulk of the radiative corrections to the hadronic process also in kinematical
configurations that are not close to the hadronic threshold. This effect is due to the convolution
structure with the parton densities and the fragmentation function according to Eq. (2). Roughly
speaking, the partonic threshold corresponds to the region where p3T 	 √s/2, which can be
rewritten in terms of hadronic variables (p3T = P3T /x3, s = x1x2S as in Eq. (2)) and it trans-
lates into the region where P3T 	 x3√x1x2
√
S/2. Since the typical average values of momentum
fractions xi (i = 1,2,3) that mostly contribute to Eq. (2) are small (parton densities and fragmen-
tation functions are indeed strongly suppressed at large values of x), the partonic threshold region
P3T 	 x3√x1x2
√
S/2 can give the dominant contribution to the hadronic cross section even if
P3T 
√
S/2, namely, in kinematical configurations that are far from the hadronic threshold.
The three independent kinematical variables {s, v,w} (which are customarily used to present
the NLO results) are not particularly suitable for an all-order treatment near-threshold, because
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of their degree of asymmetry under the exchange u ↔ t . The all-order treatment of the terms
lnn(1 − w) unavoidably produces an asymmetry with respect to u ↔ t (see Eq. (8)). In practical
applications of resummation, this feature can lead to (quantitatively) non-negligible and unphys-
ical asymmetries in the angular (rapidity) distribution of the produced hadron h3. We note that
this asymmetry effect is formally suppressed by powers of (1 − w) only after the complete re-
summation of the entire perturbative series of logarithmic terms to all orders in αS. Any feasible
resummed calculations involve the truncation of the all-order series to some level of logarith-
mic accuracy and, in this case, the asymmetry effect is suppressed only by subleading (but still
singular) logarithmic contributions (see Eqs. (30) and (31)).
We introduce the three independent kinematical variables {xω, r,p2T } that are defined by
xω = −u + t
s
, r = u
t
, p2T =
ut
s
, (27)
with the corresponding phase-space boundaries
1 xω  0, r  0, p2T  0. (28)
The variable pT is the transverse momentum of the observed parton a3 (see Eq. (4)). In the
centre-of-mass frame of the partonic collision in Eq. (3), the variable xω = 2p03/
√
s is the energy
fraction of the parton a3 and r = (1 + cos θ∗13)/(1 − cos θ∗13) is related to its scattering angle θ∗13.
The relation with the transverse momentum and rapidity of the parton a3 (see Eq. (4)) is
xω = 2pT√
s
coshη, r = e2η. (29)
In terms of the kinematical variables in Eq. (27), the near-threshold limit sX = s + t + u → 0
corresponds to the region where xω → 1, at fixed values of pT and r . Therefore, the threshold
variable is xω, and it is symmetric with respect to the exchange u ↔ t .
The change of variables {s, v,w} ↔ {xω, r,p2T } can be straightforwardly applied to any
smooth functions of these variables. Singular (plus) distributions require a slightly more care-
ful treatment, because of the presence of contact terms at the endpoints w = 1 and xω = 1. We
have
δ(1 − xω) = 1
v
δ(1 −w),[
1
1 − xω
]
+
= 1
v
{[
1
1 −w
]
+
+ δ(1 − w) lnv
}
,[
ln(1 − xω)
1 − xω
]
+
= 1
v
{[
ln(1 −w)
1 − w
]
+
+
[
1
1 −w
]
+
lnv + 1
2
δ(1 −w) ln2 v
}
, (30)
and, more generally,[
lnn(1 − xω)
1 − xω
]
+
= 1
v
{[
1
1 − w
(
ln(1 −w)+ lnv)n]
+
+ δ(1 − w) ln
n+1 v
(n + 1)!
}
= 1
v
{
n∑
k=0
n! lnn−k v
k!(n − k)!
[
lnk(1 −w)
1 −w
]
+
+ δ(1 −w) ln
n+1 v
(n + 1)!
}
. (31)
Using Eq. (30), the change of variables {s, v,w} ↔ {xω, r,p2T } can be applied to the NLO re-
sults in Eqs. (23) and (24) and to the complete NLO cross section in Eqs. (10) and (11). Note
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that Eqs. (30) and (31) explicitly illustrate the previous discussion of the angular (u ↔ t ) asym-
metry effect that arises by using the threshold variable w. Indeed, the logarithmic distribution
[lnn(1 − xω)/(1 − xω)]+ is symmetric with respect to the exchange u ↔ t and, using the vari-
able w, this symmetry is recovered only throughout the inclusion of many more subleading (i.e.,
with k < n) logarithmic distributions [lnk(1 −w)/(1 − w)]+, as shown by Eq. (31).
Using the kinematical variables in Eq. (27), we write the all-order partonic cross section in
Eqs. (2) and (7) in the following form:
p03
dσˆa1a2→a3
d3p3
= 1
s
σ (0)a1a2→a3a4
(
r,p2T
)
Σa1a2→a3
(
xω, r;p2T ,μF ,μf
)
, (32)
where the Born-level cross section σ (0) is
σ (0)a1a2→a3a4
(
r,p2T
)≡ |M(0)a1a2a3a4 |2
16π2s
, (33)
and |M(0)|2 denotes the average of |M(0)|2 over the spins and colours of the initial-state partons
a1 and a2. The QCD radiative corrections are embodied in the function Σa1a2→a3 ,
Σa1a2→a3
(
xω, r;p2T ,μF ,μf
)
= α2S
(
μ2R
)[
δ(1 − xω)+
+∞∑
n=1
(
αS(μ2R)
2π
)n
Σ(n)a1a2→a3
(
xω, r;p2T ,μR,μF ,μf
)]
. (34)
Note that the LO factor α2S(μ
2
R) is included in the definition (overall normalization) of Σ and,
therefore, the radiative function Σ is renormalization group invariant (i.e., the explicit depen-
dence on μR appears only by expanding Σ in powers of αS(μ2R), as in Eq. (34)). We also
introduce the definition of the Mellin space N -moments ΣN of the function Σ(xω),
Σa1a2→a3,N
(
r;p2T ,μF ,μf
)≡ 1∫
0
dxω x
N−1
ω Σa1a2→a3
(
xω, r;p2T ,μF ,μf
)
. (35)
The N moments are obtained by performing the Mellin transformation with respect to the vari-
able xω, at fixed values of r and p2T (the hard scale of the partonic process is related to p2T rather
than to s).
The relations in Eqs. (32)–(35) are simply definitions that fix our notation. These definitions
do not involve any approximations related to the near-threshold region. The near-threshold limit
xω → 1 corresponds to the limit N → ∞ in Mellin space. The N moment of the singular plus-
distribution [lnk(1 − xω)/(1 − xω)]+ gives lnk+1 N plus additional subleading logarithms of N .
The evaluation (and resummation) of terms with singular distributions of xω (or w) corresponds
to the evaluation (and resummation) of terms with powers of lnN in Mellin space.
Soft-gluon resummation of near-threshold contributions to single-hadron inclusive hadropro-
duction is studied in Ref. [39]. The NLL analysis of Ref. [39] deals with the pT distribution after
integration over the rapidity of the observed hadron. Soft-gluon resummation at fixed rapidity has
been examined for the single-inclusive distribution of a heavy quark [12,30] and for the direct
component of the cross section in prompt-photon production [12,22,21]. Soft-gluon resummation
for single-hadron production at fixed rapidity requires a detailed treatment of massless-parton
(light-hadron) fragmentation. Beyond the LL accuracy, fragmentation is not an independent
subprocess, since it is tangled up with the colour flow dynamics of the entire hard-scattering.
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Fragmentation in multiparton hard-scattering processes is included in the BCMN formalism [14],
which we follow and explicitly apply to perform soft-gluon resummation for single-hadron in-
clusive production in hadron collisions.
We perform resummation in Mellin space [1,2]. Neglecting contributions of O(1/N) that are
subdominant in the near-threshold limit, we write the N moments ΣN of the radiative function
in Eqs. (32) and (35) in the following form:
Σa1a2→a3,N
(
r;p2T ,μF ,μf
)= Σ resa1a2→a3a4,N (r;p2T ,μF ,μf )+O(1/N), (36)
where Σ resN includes the all-order resummation of the lnN terms (some corrections of O(1/N)
can also be included in Σ resN ). In our resummation treatment, the factorization scales μF and μf
do not play any specific role. The dependence on the factorization scales and on the renormaliza-
tion scale μR is treated as in customary perturbative calculations at fixed order (though the lnN
terms that enter this dependence are resummed to all orders in αS) and, eventually, the values of
μF ,μf and μR have to be set to some scale of the order of PT = P3T , the transverse momentum
of the observed hadron.
The all-order expression of Σ resN is obtained by using the techniques of Ref. [14], which treat
soft-gluon resummation in quite general terms. The BCMN resummation formulae [14] apply
to arbitrary multiparton hard-scattering processes and to general observables that are sensitive
to soft-gluon radiation (the observable should fulfil kinematical properties that are specified in
Ref. [14]). The dependence on the specific observable is parametrized by a Sudakov weight
u(q), which is a purely kinematical function. As discussed in the final part of Ref. [14], in
our case of single-particle inclusive production near-threshold, the Sudakov weight is simply
u(q) = exp{−N(q · p4)/(p1 · p2)}, where p4 is the momentum of the recoiling parton a4 in the
elastic scattering subprocess of Eq. (12). Using this expression for u(q) in the BCMN resummed
formulae, we directly obtain the resummed expression of Σ resN . Owing to their generality, the
resummed formulae of Ref. [14] are limited to the explicit treatment of resummation to NLL
accuracy. However, the specific kinematical features of single-particle production near-threshold
[12–14] allow us to formally extend the validity of the resummation formulae obtained from
Ref. [14] to arbitrary logarithmic accuracy. The final result for the resummed radiative function
Σ resN is presented below.
The all-order resummation formula has a factorized structure (Fig. 1), and it reads
Σ resa1a2→a3a4,N
(
r;p2T ,μF ,μf
)
=
[ ∏
i=1,2,3
ai,Ni
(
Q2i ;μ2Fi
)]
Ja4,N4
(
Q24
) 〈MH |(int)N (r;p2T )|MH 〉
|M(0)|2 , (37)
where MH depends on the flavour indices ai (i = 1, . . . ,4), on the kinematical variables r and
p2T , and on the factorization scales μF and μf (the Born-level scattering amplitude M(0) de-
pends on ai and r). Each factor in the right-hand side of Eq. (37) is separately renormalization
group invariant (i.e., it is independent of μR if it is evaluated to all orders in αS(μ2R)).
The three radiative factors ai,N (i = 1,2,3) in the right-hand side of Eq. (37) embody soft-
gluon radiation from the triggered partons a1, a2 and a3 of the partonic process in Eq. (3). The
N -moment factor a,N depends on the flavour of the radiating parton a, on the partonic hard
scale Q2, and on the factorization scale of the corresponding parton density or fragmentation
function in the hadronic cross section. We have
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Fig. 1. Pictorial representation of the all-order resummation formula in Eq. (37).
a,N
(
Q2;μ2)= exp{ 1∫
0
dz
zN−1 − 1
1 − z
(1−z)2Q2∫
μ2
dq2
q2
Aa
(
αS
(
q2
))}
, (38)
where Aa(αS) is a perturbative function,
Aa(αS) =
∞∑
n=1
(
αS
π
)n
A(n)a , (39)
whose lower-order coefficients are [2,54]
A(1)a = Ca, A(2)a =
1
2
CaK, K = CA
(
67
18
− π
2
6
)
− 5
9
nF , (40)
and the third-order coefficient A(3)a is also known [55] (A(3)a is the coefficient of the soft part of
the DGLAP splitting function Paa(z,αS) at O(α3S)).
The jet function Ja4,N4 in Eq. (37) includes soft and collinear radiation from the parton a4
that recoils against the observed parton a3 in the tree-level (or, more generally, elastic scattering)
process a1a2 → a3a4. The jet function Ja,N , which depends on the flavour of the radiating parton
a and on the partonic hard scale Q2, has the following all-order form:
Ja,N
(
Q2
)= exp{ 1∫
0
dz
zN−1 − 1
1 − z
[ (1−z)Q2∫
(1−z)2Q2
dq2
q2
Aa
(
αS
(
q2
))+ 1
2
Ba
(
αS
(
(1 − z)Q2))]},
(41)
where Aa(αS) is the same perturbative function as in Eqs. (38) and (39), and the perturbative
function Ba(αS) is
Ba(αS) =
∞∑
n=1
(
αS
π
)n
B(n)a , (42)
with the first-order coefficient [1–3]
B(1)a = −γa, (43)
where γa is the same flavour coefficient as in Eq. (22).
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The values of Ni and Q2i (i = 1, . . . ,4) in the argument of the radiative factors  and J
in Eq. (37) depend on r,p2T and on the moment index N of Σ resN . The specification of this
dependence involves some degree of arbitrariness (see Ref. [14]) that is compensated by a corre-
sponding dependence in the terms (int)N and MH . We use the Mellin moment values
N1 = N r1 + r , N2 = N
1
1 + r , N3 = N, N4 = N
r
(1 + r)2 , (44)
and the common scale
Q2i = p2T , i = 1,2,3,4, (45)
which unambiguously specify the expressions of (int)N and MH that are presented below.
The radiative factors ai,Ni and Ja4,N4 are c-number functions. The term |MH 〉 is a colour
space vector (analogously to the scattering amplitude |M〉 in Eq. (13)) and (int) is a colour
space operator (matrix) that acts on |MH 〉. Therefore, the last factor in the right-hand side of
Eq. (37) has a factorized structure in colour space, and it includes all the colour correlation
effects.
The colour space radiative factor (int)N embodies all the quantum-interference effects that are
produced by soft-gluon radiation at large angles with respect to the direction of the momenta pi
(i = 1, . . . ,4) of the partons in the 2 → 2 hard-scattering. Its explicit expression is [14]

(int)
N
(
r;p2T
)= V †N (r;p2T )V N (r;p2T ), (46)
where
V N
(
r;p2T
)= Pz exp
{ 1∫
0
dz
zN−1 − 1
1 − z Γ
(
αS
(
(1 − z)2p2T
); r)}. (47)
The soft-gluon anomalous dimension Γ (αS; r) is a colour space matrix, and the operator Pz
denotes z-ordering in the expansion of the exponential matrix. Note that the explicit expression
of Γ can be changed by adding an imaginary c-number contribution. This added term in Γ
produces an overall (c-number) phase factor in V N , and its effect is cancelled by V †N in the
expression (46) of (int)N . Therefore, any imaginary c-number contribution to Γ is harmless,
since it has no effect on (int)N . The anomalous dimension matrix Γ (αS; r) has the perturbative
expansion
Γ (αS; r) = αS
π
Γ (1)(r) +
∞∑
n=2
(
αS
π
)n
Γ (n)(r), (48)
and the explicit expression of the first-order term is
Γ (1)(r) = T2t ln(1 + r) + T2u ln
1 + r
r
+ iπT2s (49)
= T2t
(
ln(1 + r) − iπ)+ T2u(ln 1 + rr − iπ
)
+ iπ
4∑
i=1
Cai . (50)
Note that Γ (1) includes colour correlations, which we have explicitly expressed in terms of the
colour correlation operators in Eqs. (17) and (18). Note also that Γ (1)(r) and, more generally,
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Γ (αS; r) depend on the kinematical (angular) variable r , at variance with the kernels Aa(αS) and
Ba(αS) (which are independent of the kinematics) of ai,Ni and Ja4,N4 in Eqs. (38) and (41).
The amplitude |MH 〉 depends on the flavour, colour and kinematical variables of the elas-
tic scattering process a1a2 → a3a4 in Eq. (12), and it is independent of the Mellin moment N
(in practice, |MH 〉 embodies the residual terms of Σ resN that are constant, i.e. of O(1), and not
logarithmically-enhanced in the limit N → ∞). The colour space amplitude |MH 〉 has an all-
order perturbative structure that is analogous to the structure of the scattering amplitude |M〉 in
Eq. (13). We write
|MH 〉 = αS
(
μ2R
)[∣∣M(0)〉+ αS(μ2R)
2π
∣∣M(1)H (μR)〉+ ∞∑
n=2
(
αS(μ2R)
2π
)n∣∣M(n)H (μR)〉
]
, (51)
where we have omitted the explicit reference to the parton indices a1a2a3a4. At the lowest or-
der, MH exactly coincides with the Born-level scattering amplitude M(0) (|M(0)H 〉 = |M(0)〉).
The analogy between MH and M persists at higher orders, since MH also refers to the elastic
scattering a1a2 → a3a4 and it can be regarded as the ‘hard’ (i.e., IR finite) component of the
virtual contributions to the renormalized scattering amplitude M. The amplitude |MH 〉 is ob-
tained from |M〉 by removing its IR divergences and a definite amount of IR finite terms. The
(IR divergent and finite) terms that are removed from |M〉 originate from the (soft) real emission
contributions to the cross section and, therefore, these terms and |MH 〉 specifically depend on
the one-parton inclusive cross section (i.e., |MH 〉 is an observable-dependent quantity).
The first-order term M(1)H of MH can be obtained from the results of our NLO calculation of
the partonic cross section near-threshold. We consider the NLO result in Eqs. (23) and (24), and
we use Eq. (30) to explicitly perform the change of variables {s, v,w} → {xω, r,p2T }. Then we
can compute its N -moments with respect to xω and, in the limit N → ∞, we compare this result
with the perturbative expansion of the resummation formula in Eq. (37) up to relative O(αS).
From the comparison we cross-check that the structure and the coefficients of the logarithmic
terms (ln2 N and lnN ) do agree, and we can extract |M(1)H 〉 in explicit form. Note that the colour
space factorization form of our NLO result in Eqs. (23) and (24) is essential to obtain the am-
plitude |M(1)H 〉. The O(αS) expansion of the resummation formula (37) can also be compared
with the analytic NLO result of Ref. [43]. However, the latter contains only the ‘colour-summed’
function C(1) of Eq. (11) and, therefore, from the comparison we can only extract the colour-
summed interference ‘〈M(0)|M(1)H 〉 + c.c.’. The knowledge of the colourful amplitude |M(1)H 〉
(rather than ‘〈M(0)|M(1)H 〉 + c.c.’) is important for QCD predictions beyond the NLO (see also
Eq. (61) and related comments).
Our first-order result for the hard-virtual amplitude MH is∣∣M(1)H 〉= ∣∣M(1)〉− I (1)H ∣∣M(0)〉, (52)
where |M(1)〉 is the full one-loop scattering amplitude in Eqs. (13) and (20), and the colour space
operator I (1)H has the following explicit form:
I
(1)
H = I (1)sing +
π2
4
(
T 21 + T 22 + T 23 +
4
3
T 24
)
+ 1
2
3∑
i=1
γai ln
μ2Fi
p2T
− 1
2
ln(1 + r) ln 1 + r
r
(
T 21 + T 22 − 3T 23 + T 24
)
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− T 2t
(
π2
2
+ 1
2
ln2(1 + r)+ ln(1 + r) ln 1 + r
r
)
− T 2u
(
π2
2
+ 1
2
ln2
1 + r
r
+ ln(1 + r) ln 1 + r
r
)
− 1
2
Ka4 (53)
≡ I (1)sing + I (1)finH , (54)
where the operator I (1)sing is defined in Eq. (21) and the flavour coefficients Ka are given in
Eq. (26). Note that Eq. (52) can be rewritten in terms of M(1)fin in Eq. (20) and of the IR fi-
nite part I (1)finH of I
(1)
H (as defined by Eq. (54)). We have∣∣M(1)H 〉= ∣∣M(1)fin〉− I (1)finH ∣∣M(0)〉, (55)
which explicitly shows that the one-loop hard-virtual amplitude M(1)H is evidently IR finite.
We note that our all-order resummed results for Σ resN preserve the angular symmetry (i.e.
the symmetry under the exchange t ↔ u) of the complete (i.e. without the near-threshold ap-
proximation in Eq. (36)) partonic cross section. This symmetry corresponds to the exchange
{r,T 1, γa1} ↔ {1/r,T 2, γa2}, and it is manifest in our resummed formulae (see Eqs. (37), (38),
(41), (44), (49), (53)).
The expressions (38), (41) and (47) of the radiative factors ,J and V involve the integra-
tions of αS(k2) over the scale k2 that (roughly) corresponds to the square of the relative transverse
momentum of each primary parton (which radiates subsequent final-state partons) that is emit-
ted from the Born-level process a1a2 → a3a4. This transverse-momentum scale is then related
(through the integration over z) to two characteristic scales of the ‘measured’ single-particle in-
clusive cross section, namely the ‘soft’ scale (1 − z)2p2T and the ‘collinear’ scale (1 − z)p2T . The
soft and collinear scales are related to the total energy and recoiling invariant mass that accom-
pany the underlying Born-level process. The factorized structure of Eq. (37) follows [14] from
general features of soft and collinear QCD radiation and, therefore, it has analogies with the
structure of factorization formulae that are derived for kinematically-related processes [21,25]
by using SCET methods.
The expression (49) (or (50)) of the soft-gluon anomalous dimension Γ (1)(r) is particularly
simple, though it still depends on two colour correlation operators (as recalled in Section 3,
this is the maximal number of linearly independent colour correlations in the case of 2 → 2
scattering). The dependence on colour correlations simplifies in two kinematical configurations
that correspond to parton production at very small or very large rapidities (in the centre-of-mass
frame of the 2 → 2 partonic reaction). In the limit r → 1, which corresponds (see Eq. (29)) to
η 	 0 or θ∗13 	 90◦, Eq. (49) gives
Γ (1)(r = 1) = T2s (− ln 2 + iπ) +
4∑
i=1
Cai ln 2, (56)
where we have used Eq. (18). We note that the expression in Eq. (56) depends on a single colour
correlation operator, which is simply T2s = (T1 + T2)2, the square of the colour charge in the
s-channel. In the limit r → ∞, which corresponds to very forward production of the parton a3
(η → +∞, or θ∗13 → 0), Eq. (50) gives
Γ (1)(r) 	 T2t ln r = T2t 2η 	 T2t ln
(
2
θ∗13
)2
(r  1), (57)
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and we see that Γ (1) only depends on T2t = (T1 + T3)2, which is the square of the colour charge
exchanged in the t -channel. An analogous result is obtained in the case of very backward pro-
duction of the parton a3 by performing the limit r → 0 (η → −∞, or θ∗23 → 0):
Γ (1)(r) 	 T2u ln
1
r
= T2u(−2η) 	 T2u ln
(
2
θ∗23
)2
(r  1). (58)
The fact that a single colour correlation operator survives in the limits of Eqs. (56), (57) and
(58) is not accidental, and it is a general feature of 2 → 2 parton scattering. The result in Eq. (49)
refers to a specific observable, namely, the one-particle inclusive cross section. The general form
of the soft-gluon anomalous dimension at O(αS) for 2 → 2 parton scattering can be written as
[14,47]
Γ (1)obs.(2 → 2) = T2t ln
(
s
−t
)
+ T2u ln
(
s
−u
)
+ iπT2s +
4∑
i=1
Cai g
obs.
i (s, t, u), (59)
where {s, t, u} are the Mandelstam variables of the 2 → 2 elastic process. This expression is
valid for a generic (‘global’) observable that is dominated by soft-gluon radiation in 2 → 2 hard-
scattering (the expression (59) is directly obtained by specifying the m parton expressions in
Eqs. (21) and (27) of Ref. [14] to the case of m = 4 hard partons). The dependence of Γ (1)obs.
on the observable is entirely given by the functions gobs.i , and it produces a c-number contri-
bution (it is proportional to the Casimir coefficients Cai ). The dependence of Γ (1)obs. on the
colour correlation operators is instead universal (i.e., independent of the specific observable).
Setting −t = −u = s/2 in Eq. (59), T2s is the sole correlation operator that appears in Γ (1)obs..
Considering the limit t → 0 (u → 0) of Eq. (59), T2t (T2u) is the sole correlation operator that
appears in Γ (1)obs.. These are exactly the colour correlation operators that are singled out by the
corresponding limits in Eqs. (56), (57) and (58).
We also note that, in the large rapidity limits of Eqs. (57) and (58), the expression of Γ (1)(r)
is especially simple: it is simply proportional to T2t or T2u (as predicted by Eq. (59)) with no
additional c-number contributions. This simplicity is due to the scale choice Q2i = p2T in Eq. (45),
and it has a direct interpretation as colour coherence phenomenon. The illustration of colour
coherence is particularly simple for the production at large rapidities, since we can neglect effects
of O(1/η). In the case of very forward production (θ∗13 → 0), each of the four hard partons ai
(i = 1, . . . ,4) radiates soft partons (interjet radiation) as an independent emitter (with intensity
proportional to its colour charge T2i = Cai as in Eqs. (38) and (41)) inside a small angular region
of size θ∗13 = θ∗24 around the direction of its momentum. Soft-parton radiation at larger angles
(intrajet radiation) feels the coherent action of the ‘forward emitter’ (the pair of partons a1 and a3,
which are seen as two exactly collinear partons, i.e. as a single parton, by radiation at wide angles)
and of the ‘backward emitter’ (the pair of partons a2 and a4). The forward and backward emitters
radiate (independently) with intensity proportional to their colour charge T2t = (T1 + T3)2 =
(T2 + T4)2 over the wide angle region, which occupies the large rapidity interval of size 2η: this
leads to the radiation probability T2t 2η (see Eq. (57)). This colour coherence picture corresponds
to the factorization structure of Eq. (37) in terms of the corresponding radiative factors. The
absence of terms proportional to T2i = Cai in Eq. (57) implies that (int) exactly originates from
intrajet radiation, while interjet radiation is exactly included in each of the four radiative factors
ai (Q
2
i ) and Ja4(Q
2
4). Indeed, in the limit θ
∗
13 → 0 (pT 	 p03θ∗13), the transverse-momentum
scales (1 − z)2Q2i = (1 − z)2p2T in Eq. (45) precisely correspond to radiation from pi up to a
maximum angle θmax 	 θ∗13 = θ∗24.
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The factorized structure of 〈MH |(int)N |MH 〉 in colour space entails colour interferences
between (int)N and |MH 〉. The colour interference effects start to contribute at O(α2S). The
dominant logarithmic terms in (int)N are of O(αnS lnn N), and we can consider the following
approximation:
〈MH ∣∣(int)N ∣∣MH 〉→ 〈M(0)∣∣(int)N ∣∣M(0)〉× |MH |2|M(0)|2 +O(αS(αS lnN)n), (60)
which shows that the colour interference effects can be neglected up to O((αS lnN)n).
Starting from O(αS(αS lnN)n), the colour interference effects are relevant. In particular,
〈MH |(int)N |MH 〉 leads to the second-order contribution
−1
2
(
αS
π
)2
lnN
{
2
〈M(0)∣∣(Γ (2) + Γ (2)†)∣∣M(0)〉+ (〈M(0)∣∣(Γ (1) + Γ (1)†)∣∣M(1)H 〉+ c.c.)}
(61)
that is incorrectly approximated by neglecting colour interferences as in the right-hand side of
Eq. (60). Using the approximation in Eq. (60), the last term in the curly bracket of Eq. (61) would
be replaced by 〈M(0)|(Γ (1) + Γ (1)†)|M(0)〉(〈M(0)|M(1)H 〉 + c.c.)/|M(0)|2. The expression in
Eq. (61) explicitly shows that the second-order anomalous dimension Γ (2) contributes at the
same level of logarithmic accuracy as the colour interference between Γ (1) and |M(1)H 〉.
The all-order structure of Eqs. (37), (38), (41) and (47) leads to the resummation of the lnN
terms in exponentiated form. In Eq. (47), exponentiation has a formal meaning, since it refers to
the formal exponentiation of matrices. However, the anomalous dimension matrix Γ (αS; r) can
be diagonalized [11,47] in colour space. After diagonalization, the resummed radiative function
Σ resN of Eq. (37) can be written in the customary (see, e.g., Refs. [13,39]) exponential form
Σ resa1a2→a3a4,N
(
r;p2T ,μF ,μf
)
=
∑
I
C˜I,a1a2a3a4
(
αS
(
p2T
)
, r;p2T ,μF ,μf
)
× exp{GI,a1a2a3a4(αS(p2T ), lnN,r;p2T ,μF ,μf )}+O( 1N
)
, (62)
where the index I labels the colour space eigenstates |I (αS; r)〉 of Γ (αS; r), and C˜ and G are
functions (they are not colour matrices). These functions are renormalization group invariant,
and their dependence on μR arises by writing αS(p2T ) as a function of αS(μ2R) and ln(p2T /μ2R)
(as in customary perturbative calculations).
The exponent function GI includes all the lnN terms, and it can consistently be expanded in
LL terms of O(αnS lnn+1 N), NLL terms of O(αnS lnn N), NNLL terms of O(αS(αS lnN)n), and
so forth. The function C˜I does not depend on N , since it includes all the terms that are constant
(i.e., of O(1)) in the limit N → ∞. The LL terms of GI (they are actually independent of I ) are
controlled by the perturbative coefficient A(1)a in Eq. (40). The NLL terms of GI are then fully de-
termined by A(2)a (see Eq. (40)), B(1)a (see Eq. (43)) and Γ (1)(r) in Eq. (49) (or, more precisely,
the eigenvalues Γ (1)I (r) of Γ
(1)). The Born-level contribution to the function C˜I depends on
|〈I |M(0)〉|2. The first-order term C˜(1)I of the function C˜I depends on ‘〈M(0)|I 〉〈I |M(1)H 〉+ c.c.’,
and this colour interference (between |M(0)〉, |I 〉 and |M(1)H 〉) is computable from the explicit
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expression of |M(1)H 〉 (see Eqs. (52) and (53)). Since we know Γ (1) and |M(1)H 〉, the colour inter-
ference between these two terms (see Eq. (61)) is known (in the colour-diagonalized expression
(62), the interference is taken into account by the correlated dependence on I between C˜(1)I and
Γ
(1)
I in the exponent GI ). Therefore, the complete explicit determination of the NNLL terms in
GI still requires the coefficient A(3)a in Eq. (39) (this coefficient is known [55]), the coefficient
B
(2)
a in Eq. (42) and the second-order anomalous dimension Γ (2)(r) in Eq. (48). The bulk of the
contributions to Γ (2)(r) is expected [56,45,14,57] to be proportional to Γ (1)(r) and obtained by
inserting the simple rescaling (the coefficient K is given in Eq. (40))
αS → αS
[
1 + αS
π
1
2
K
]
(63)
in the expression of Γ at O(αS). The coefficient B(2)a could be extracted from NNLL computa-
tions of related processes, such as DIS [4,58,59] and direct-photon production [21].
We have previously noticed that the explicit contributions of the radiative factors to the fac-
torization formula (37) depend on the choice of the scales Q2i . The specific choice in Eq. (45) is
mostly a matter of convenience (in the case of direct-photon production, for instance, the scales
Q2i can be chosen in such a way that the first-order term Γ (1) vanishes [13]) and, possibly, of
closer correspondence with colour coherence features. We remark that, combining the radiative
factors, the complete result for Σ resN is fully independent of the scales Q2i . In particular, the
all-order expression in Eq. (62) and the functions GI and C˜I are fully independent of Q2i , and
this independence persists after the consistent truncation at arbitrary NkLL accuracy (and/or at
arbitrary orders in αS).
We also note that the exponentiated expressions (38), (41) and (47) of the radiative factors can
be rewritten in a different, though eventually equivalent, form. This alternative form is obtained
by the replacement
1∫
0
dz
zN−1 − 1
1 − z · · · → −
1−N0/N∫
0
dz
1 − z · · · (64)
where N0 = e−γE (γE = 0.5772 . . . is the Euler number). The replacement is directly valid up
to NLL accuracy [2], and it is also applicable to arbitrary logarithmic accuracy (see Ref. [6]
for the related details), provided the functions Ba(αS) and Γ (αS; r) are correspondingly (and
properly) redefined starting from O(α2S) (some non-logarithmic terms have to be reabsorbed in
MH , starting from M(1)H ). We remark that this alternative representation of the radiative factors
leads to the same (all-order) results for Σ resN and for the functions GI and C˜I in Eq. (62) (different
representations can only lead to differences of O(1/N)).
The results that we have presented in Section 3 and in this section for the unpolarized scatter-
ing reaction in Eq. (1) equally apply to processes in which one or more of the three triggered
partons a1, a2 and a3 (hadrons h1, h2 and h3) are spin-polarized. The relation between the
unpolarized and polarized cases is technically straightforward within the process-independent
formalism that we have used and explicitly worked out. Since the NLO results of Section 3 are
embodied in the O(αS) expansion of the resummed results, we comment on polarized processes
by simply referring to the results presented in this section. In particular, we only remark the
technical differences that occur in the final results.
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The unpolarized partonic cross section in Eq. (32) is replaced by the spin-polarized cross
section, and analogous replacement applies to the factors σ (0) and Σ in the right-hand side. Ob-
viously, the Born-level factor in Eq. (33) has to be computed by replacing the spin-averaged
factor |M(0)|2 with the corresponding spin-dependent factor. Note that the polarized cross
section can acquire an explicit dependence on the azimuthal angle φ of the two-dimensional
transverse-momentum vector of the triggered parton/hadron (for instance, this dependence oc-
curs in the case of collisions of transversely-polarized hadrons). The structure of the all-order
resummation formula (37) is unchanged in the polarized case. In particular, the soft-gluon ra-
diative factors ai,Ni (i = 1,2,3) and (int)N in Eq. (37) are exactly the same for both the
unpolarized and polarized cases. This is a consequence of spin-independence of soft-gluon ra-
diation. The dependence on the spin polarizations may enter into the resummation formula only
through the factors Ja4 , |MH 〉 and |M(0)|2 in Eq. (37). We shortly comment on this depen-
dence.
Collinear radiation is possibly sensitive to spin and spin-polarizations. In the resummation
formula (37), collinear radiation is embodied in the jet function Ja4 and in MH (e.g., through
the collinear coefficient Ka4 in Eq. (53)). These collinear contributions arise from the small-mass
recoiling jet X in the inclusive process of Eq. (3). Since the final-state partons in the system X
are inclusively summed (including the sum over their spin polarizations), the ensuing collinear
contributions do not depend on the polarization of the triggered partons a1, a2 and a3. There-
fore, in the resummation formula (37), the only source of spin-polarization dependence is in the
hard-radiation contributions embodied in MH (and in |M(0)|2).
Throughout the paper, using the bra-ket notation 〈· · · | · · ·〉 we have denoted the sum over
colours and implicitly assumed a sum over the spin-polarization states of the partons ai of the
partonic subprocess a1a2 → a3a4. In the case of polarized scattering, we can simply release
this implicit assumption, and the products 〈· · · | · · ·〉 are computed by using |M(0)〉 (|M(0)|2 =
〈M(0)|M(0)〉) and |MH 〉 at fixed spin-polarization states of one or more of the three partons
a1, a2 and a3 (according to the definite polarization states of the scattering process of inter-
est). The spin dependence of the tree-level (M(0)) and one-loop (M(1)) amplitudes is known
[48,49]. This directly determines the spin dependence of the one-loop hard-virtual |M(1)H 〉 in
Eq. (52), and the ensuing spin dependence of the resummation formula (37). We simply note
that the computation of radiative corrections for polarized cross sections involves customary
d-dimensional subtleties related to spin. We refer, for instance, to variants for the d-dimensional
treatment of the Dirac matrix γ5 [60], and to the use of variants of dimensional regularization
[49,61] for treating gluon polarizations. These spin-related subtleties in the computation of the
one-loop amplitude M(1) have to be treated in a fully consistent manner (or, consistently related
[49,60,61]) to avoid any ensuing mismatch in the computation of M(1)H according to Eq. (52).
We recall that our explicit expression (53) (and, in particular, the value of the coefficient Ka4
in the corresponding Eq. (26)) of the operator I (1)H refers to the use of the customary CDR
scheme.
Soft-gluon resummation at NLL accuracy for single-hadron inclusive production in collisions
of longitudinally-polarized and transversely-polarized hadrons has been performed in Ref. [40].
The resummation study of Ref. [40] deals with the rapidity-integrated cross section.
The rapidity-integrated cross section is considered in the following Section 4.1. Owing to
the straightforward relation between our resummed formulae for the unpolarized and polarized
cases (as we have just discussed), in Section 4.1 we limit ourselves to explicitly referring to the
unpolarized case.
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4.1. Cross section integrated over the rapidity
A soft-gluon resummation formula that is similar to Eq. (37) can be written in the
kinematically-simpler case [13,22,14,39] in which the single-particle cross section is integrated
over the rapidity of the observed hadron (parton). This rapidity-integrated resummation formula
can be obtained from Eq. (37).
To show the relation between these resummation formulae, we consider the hadronic cross
section dσh3/d2P3T , which is obtained by integrating the differential cross section in Eq. (2)
over the rapidity of the observed hadron h3(P3). The form of the QCD factorization formula (2)
is unchanged, although the partonic cross section p03dσˆ /d
3p3 is replaced by the corresponding
partonic cross section dσˆ /d2pT , which is obtained by integration of p03dσˆ /d
3p3 over the rapidity
η of the parton a3 at fixed value of its transverse momentum pT = p3T . By analogy with Eq. (32)
we define
dσˆa1a2→a3
d2pT
= 1
(4πs)2
Σ˜a1a2→a3
(
xT ;p2T ,μF ,μf
)
, (65)
where the function Σ˜ is dimensionless, and the kinematical variable xT is the customary scaling
variable
xT = 2pT√
s
. (66)
We recall (see Eq. (29)) that the variables xω and xT are related through the rapidity η by the
kinematical relation
xω = xT coshη. (67)
The dependence of the cross section on the Born-level amplitude M(0) (we recall that |M(0)|2
only depends on r = e2η) is included in Σ˜ , so that the perturbative QCD expansion of Σ˜ has the
following overall normalization:
Σ˜a1a2→a3
(
xT ;p2T ,μF ,μf
)= α2S(μ2R)Σ˜(0)a1a2→a3(xT )[1 +O(αS(μ2R))], (68)
where
Σ˜(0)a1a2→a3(xT ) =
∫
dη
∣∣M(0)a1a2a3a4(r = e2η)∣∣2δ(1 − xT coshη). (69)
In the case of the pT -dependent cross section of Eq. (65), the region of partonic threshold
corresponds to the limit xT → 1. In this limit, the higher-order radiative corrections to Σ˜(xT )
are logarithmically-enhanced: the contributions in the square bracket of Eq. (68) include terms
of the type αnS ln
m(1 − xT ) (with m 2n) (these terms arise from the rapidity integration of the
plus-distributions of the variable xω). The all-order resummation of these terms is performed in
Mellin space by introducing the N moments Σ˜N of Σ˜(xT ) with respect to xT , at fixed values of
pT :
Σ˜a1a2→a3,N
(
p2T ,μF ,μf
)≡ 1∫
0
dxT x
N−1
T Σ˜a1a2→a3
(
xT ;p2T ,μF ,μf
)
. (70)
The N moments can equivalently be defined [13,39] with respect to x2T (rather than xT ), and the
two definitions are directly related by N ↔ 2N .
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To relate the near-threshold behaviour of the cross sections in Eqs. (32) and (65), the main
observation [13,22,14,39] is that the limit xT → 1 kinematically forces the parton rapidity to
η → 0 (see Eq. (67)). The function Σ˜(xT ) in Eq. (65) is obtained by the rapidity integration of
Eq. (32), and we have
Σ˜(xT ) =
∫
dη
∣∣M(0)a1a2a3a4(r = e2η)∣∣2Θ(1 − xT coshη)Σ(xω = xT coshη, r = e2η), (71)
where we have omitted the subscript a1a2 → a3 and the common dependence on the variables
p2T ,μF ,μf , since they do not depend on the integration variables η and (after Mellin trans-
formation) xT . In the limit xT → 1, considering the right-hand side of Eq. (71), the smooth
(non-singular) dependence of Σ(xω, r) on r = e2η can be approximated by setting η = 0 and,
thus, r = 1 (in N -moment space, this approximation amounts to neglecting high-order pertur-
bative terms of O(1/N)). Then Σ only depends on xω = xT /x and this dependence enters into
Eq. (71) with the typical convolution structure with respect to the variable x = 1/ coshη. This
convolution structure is exactly diagonalized by considering the N moments, and we directly
obtain the all-order resummation formula for Σ˜a1a2→a3,N :
Σ˜a1a2→a3,N
(
p2T ,μF ,μf
)
= Σ˜(0)a1a2→a3,N
[
Σ resa1a2→a3a4,N
(
r = 1;p2T ,μF ,μf
)+O( 1
N
)]
, (72)
where Σ˜(0)a1a2→a3,N is the N moment of the Born-level term in Eq. (69).
Setting r = 1 in our resummation formula (37) for Σ resN , we have checked that the result
in Eq. (72) is consistent with the NLL resummed results for Σ˜N that are derived in Ref. [39].
In particular, since the first-order anomalous dimension Γ (1)(r = 1) at r = 1 involves the sole
colour correlation operator T 2s (see Eq. (56)), it can be easily diagonalized in colour space (the
eigenvectors |I 〉 are the colour states of the irreducible representations of SU(Nc) that are formed
by the s-channel parton pair {a1, a2}). The NLL resummation formula of Ref. [39] is indeed
directly presented in its explicitly diagonalized form (i.e., in the same form as in Eq. (62)). We
note that the results in Ref. [39] neglect the colour interference between (int)N and |M(1)H 〉 and
(in practice) use the approximation in Eq. (60) (thus, the first-order contribution of |MH |2 was
directly extracted from the NLO results of Ref. [43]): this is a consistent approximation up to
NLL accuracy. We also note a difference between Eq. (72) and the resummed expressions of
Ref. [39]. The resummed factor Σ resN in Eq. (72) depends on the transverse momentum pT of the
triggered parton a3, whereas the expressions of Ref. [39] depends on P3T = x3pT of the observed
hadron h3 (x3 is the momentum fraction of the fragmentation function da3/h3 in Eq. (2)). This
difference is of O(1/N) close to the hadronic threshold, and it is an effect beyond the LL level
close to the partonic threshold. The dependence of Σ resN on pT is due to QCD scaling violation,
and it occurs through logarithmic terms ln(p2T /μ2) = ln(P 23T /x23μ2) with μ = μR,μF ,μf (see,
e.g., the NLO result in Eq. (24)). These logarithmic terms appear in the resummation formula as
coefficients of lnN contributions at the NLL level (and higher-order levels), and their effect is
comparable to the effect produced by variations of the scales μ = μR,μF and μf .
The soft-gluon resummation formula (72) is valid to all orders. It directly expresses the
soft-gluon resummation for the rapidity-integrated cross section in terms of the corresponding
rapidity-dependent radiative factor Σ resN evaluated at r = e2η = 1. Our result for |M(1)H 〉 is a nec-
essary information to explicitly extend the rapidity-integrated resummation formula beyond the
NLL accuracy.
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5. Summary
In this paper we have considered the single-particle inclusive cross section at large transverse
momentum in hadronic collisions. We have studied the corresponding partonic cross section in
the threshold limit in which the final-state system that recoils against the triggered parton is con-
strained to have a small invariant mass. In this case the accompanying QCD radiation is forced
to be soft and/or collinear and the cancellation between virtual and real infrared singular contri-
butions is unbalanced, leading to large logarithmic terms in the coefficients of the perturbative
expansion. Using soft and collinear approximations of the relevant five-parton matrix elements,
we have computed the general structure of these logarithmically-enhanced terms in colour space
at NLO. The result of this NLO computation agrees with previous (colour-summed) results in
the literature, and it is presented here in a compact and process-independent form. This form is
factorized in colour space and this allows us to explicitly disentangle colour interference effects.
We have then discussed the structure of the logarithmically-enhanced terms beyond NLO, and
we have presented the resummation formula (see Eq. (37)) that controls these contributions to
the pT -dependent cross section at fixed rapidity. The formula, which is valid at arbitrary logarith-
mic accuracy, is written in terms of process-independent radiative factors and of a colour space
radiative factor (int) that takes into account soft-gluon radiation at large angles. The radiative
factor (int) exponentiates a colour space anomalous dimension Γ , whose first-order term Γ (1)
is presented in explicit and simple form (see Eq. (49)). All the radiative factors are explicitly
given up to NLL accuracy. Our process-independent NLO result (see Eq. (24)) agrees with the
expansion of the resummation formula at the same perturbative order, and it allows us to extract
the explicit form of the (IR finite) hard-virtual amplitude |M(1)H 〉 at relative O(αS) (see Eqs. (52)
and (53)). This ingredient permits full control of the colour interferences in the evaluation of the
resummation factor 〈MH |(int)|MH 〉 and, therefore, it paves the way to the explicit extension
of the resummation formula to NNLL accuracy. These resummation results are valid for both
spin-unpolarized and spin-polarized hard scattering.
In the paper we have limited ourselves to considering the single-inclusive hadronic cross
section. The methods applied here can be used to study other important processes that are driven
by four-parton hard scattering, such as jet and heavy-quark production.
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